1. View looking north-east

2. View looking east

A BRISE SOLEIL AND STAIRCASE UPDATED 28/06/13 DG

PLANNING N/A JULY 2011

PROPOSED 3D VIEWS

PRIMARY SCHOOL KINGSLEY
1) GUTTER CLEANING TO SINGLE STOREY

Pitched Roof 90% With Bricks, Sullis

Access to gutter via standard windows with ladder from upper floor. Folding ladder to allow maintenance staff to gain access to gutter.

Surveyor: Brian Higgs
Kingham
Staines

2) CLEANING OF HIGH LEVEL WINDOWS TO TWO STOREY BUILDING

High level windows to classrooms require windows to be cleaned via a window cleaning pole or ladder. Required to all schools.

Surveyor: Brian Higgs
Kingham
Staines

3) CLEANING HIGH LEVEL WINDOWS TO REAR OF GLASSHOUSE FROM HOOK HOOK

Access to roof via permanent ladder, accessed at two points to designated fixing position.

Surveyor: Brian Higgs
Kingham
Staines

4) CLEANING OF HIGH LEVEL WINDOWS TO TWO STOREY BUILDING

High level windows require windows to be cleaned via a window cleaning pole or ladder. Required to all schools.

Surveyor: Brian Higgs
Kingham
Staines

5) WINDOW CLEANING TO CLEAR STOREY GLASSHOUSE FROM HOOK TO HOOK

Access to roof via permanent ladder, accessed at two points to designated fixing position. Window cleaning with pole cleaning system.

School: Staines Barn

6) WINDOW CLEANING TO CLEAR STOREY GLASSHOUSE FROM HOOK TO HOOK

Access for gutter or window cleaning via standard 65mm wide tower or cherry picker.

Surveyor: Brian Higgs
Kingham
Staines

Raking Brise Soleil - No Structure to fix to would result in fixing through the gutter
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Proposed Horizontal Brise Soleil fixed back to main structure